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The Golden Dawn by Israel Regardie is considered by many to be the book that started the modern

occult movement. The original Hermetic Order of the Golden Dawn, which started in the late 1800s,

borrowed from a wide variety of occult traditions Ã³ Kabalah, Tarot, Geomancy, Enochian Magic,

Theosophy, Freemasonry, Paganism, Astrology, and many more Ã³ and created a unique and

viable system of magic that is still being practiced today. Almost every contemporary occult writer

and modern group has been influenced, directly or indirectly, by the Order or its members, making

The Golden Dawn one of the most influential occult books of the past 100 years.  The book is

divided into several basic sections. First are the knowledge lectures, where you will learn the basics

of the Kabalah, symbolism, meditation, geomancy and more. This is followed by the rituals of the

Outer Order, consisting of five initiation rituals into the degrees of the Golden Dawn.  The next

section covers the rituals of the Inner Order including two initiation rituals, equinox ceremonies, and

more. Then you will learn the basic rituals of magic and the construction, consecration, and means

of using the magical tools. Once you have these you can go on to evocation rituals, talismans, and

invocations.  The book gives explanations for how to design talismans, do skrying and travel on the

astral plane. You will also learn geomancy, the Tarot, and Enochian magic.  Filled with numerous

illustrations, lists, and tables, The Golden Dawn provides guidance for a lifetime of magic and

life-changing transformation. Get your copy today.
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In the days when education was valued, magic(k)al knowledge was a closely guarded secret.

Today, on the other hand (and unfortunately), if you want to keep something a secret, then you must

hide it between two covers.This is the ultimate reference for any sudent of the occult, regardless of

school. In it one finds the mindset of every original GD member (before they all became profiteering,

drug abusing, egomaniacs) who started the Western occult revival. Absolutely anything you could

ever think of concerning occult matters is here, presented and indexed in a manner that makes it

easy to use. It should be noted that while this book reveals the ENTIRE Golden Dawn, any flaws in

its philosophy are inherent to the book. No two systems, for instance, can ever agree on the crafting

of tools and elemental weapons, or on their proper use. If one's own system is unclear on a certain

point, however, this book can clarify it and/or supplement it easily.

This book in an incredible compendium of the original papers of the Golden Dawn. Isreal Regarde,

when he broke ranks and published these papers, laid the foundation for the modern occult

movement.This book contains everything the aspiring adept ever wanted to know about the rituals

and teaching of the Golden Dawn (the only more complete work is "The Complete Golden Dawn"

published by New Falcon).A warning though, the reading is dense and betrays the ethics, morality,

and biases of the late Victorian era. Much of the ritual offers little in terms of practical magic to the

modern magician (unless you are working on mastering the Golden Dawn system).

Step by step instruction is lacking and certain fundamental ideas are assumed to be known and

understood by the reader... a complete beginner would be lost with this book alone. It is an

invaluable reference for someone who has a certain level of practical experience, but a book like

Don Kraig's Modern Magick would be preferable to start with.That being said, it is a virtual "must

have" in the library of any serious magician, be they traditional GD, thelemite, aurum solis, or of any

other western tradition.

The book, "The Golden Dawn," is not a graded course although it contains enough material to keep

one studying for years. Multitudes of subjects one can take lifetimes to master, Astrology, Tarot,

Numerology, Geomancy, Meditation, Alchemy, Enochian system, QBL, ect., can be found here in

great detail.By going through a graded course such as the Cicero's, "Self Initiation," or "Modern

Magick," by Donald Michael Kraig and using this book as supplementary material one could make

much progress upon the esoteric path by this Golden Dawn tradition.Re: Initiation. Temple initiation



is by far the ideal route for those to whom this tradition resonates. (This book contains invaluable

material to study side by side with ones own temple material.) That being said, it would be

redundant of me to point out that this book contains nearly every imaginable "spoiler," for those who

will seek that path. So there are several choices. To leave the initiations alone until one has the

privilege of experiencing them, or to carefully dissect and understand them one at a time, until at

great length they are built into ones aura, whether working with a temple or not.It is to those seeking

the latter that I dedicate the following.Spend at least several months on the study of the Neophyte

initiation. The Ciceros recommend building a temple and give a well thought out course for self

initiation. I would recommend building a small scale model of the temple, or even organizing it like a

paper chess board. Break down the entire classical ritual and understand each of its parts. One will

also see what is omitted from the Ciceros version and get a better glimpse of the entire ritual. This is

nice to do in combination with the "Z" docs. Spend much time with Z.1 and 3 (and if one has access

to Zalewski's invaluable Z.5 you are very lucky.) The Z documents are for the Adept Heirophant who

will officiate the initiation, and for the officers who will be performing it.Break it down, learn the

significance of each piece. Take notes and try to understand the significance of each part, officer,

piece of furniture and item used. Try to discover the elements of the ritual, perhaps re-examining it

after each chapter of "Modern Magick," (or similar,) is completed.The Golden Dawn tradition is really

historically amazing. Even though much of the material was available in other sources at the time of

the formation of the GD, no other single source brought it all together so cohesively, often

combining extraordinarily rare and obscure texts. This century which has followed its birth has seen

countless contributions from many adepts who have worked through and pieced together a

collective opus unknown and unmatched in history. For those who master this work there are a

multitude of areas which the next generation will expand. This is a potentially never ending sea of

expansion of which, in its already current vastness, it is possible we have merely seen the first drop

of that which will one day be an ocean."And the voice of my undying and secret soul said unto me,

'Let me enter the Path of Darkness and peradventure, there shall I find the Light. I am the only being

in an abyss of Darkness, from Darkness came i fourth, ere my birth from the Silence of a Primal

Sleep.'""And the Voice of the Ages answered to my Soul, 'I am he who formulates in Darkness, the

Light that shineth in Darkness, yet the Darkness comprehendeth it not.'"-From the Neophyte Ritual

of the Golden DawnKnox Om PaxLVX

I purchased this book a few years ago and found it to be terribly cumbersome. Don't get me wrong,

this is a must own for any Kabbalist or one interested in High Magick. I consider it to be the best



reference for the historical Golden Dawn, and I am generally pleased with it today. However, for the

solitary practitioner with no ties to an Hermetic Temple of any kind, Regardie's book is too much, too

soon. I would reccomend before purchasing this book, you read the Tree of Life, A Garden of

Pomegranates, and even the Cicero's Self-Initiation into the Golden Dawn Tradition. The first two

books give an excellent background on ceremonial magic and the Kabbalah, and the third is a more

easily workable exposition of the Golden Dawn. After going through these works, one can

understand the much of the content of The Golden Dawn as never before.
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